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Freshman parking debated in Senate
By RW. GODFREY
TJ staff writer

In final amended form, the bill and its consequences
recommendation allows fresh- Because of the lack of consensus,
men to park on campus from 4 a motion was passed to table the
A bill that would allow fresh- pjn. Friday until 2 p.m. Sunday, legislation for two weeks.
men to park on campus during In this form it passed its first Prior to the call to order the
the weekend was the topic reading and was sent to the senate was addressed by Dr.
drawing the hottest debate Student Life Committee for fur- Jerry Padgett, dean of business
during this week's Senate ther deliberation. Concerning administration. Padgett apsession.
this controversial issue, Senate peared before the senate to exFreshman Class Vice-President President Bryan Grant said plain the reasons for comTom Robertson introduced the later that, "the students ought puter lab fees and to talk about
recommendation which instigated to find out who their senators the new curriculum in general.
a series of amendments from the are and voice their opinions."
Reporting for the Rules and
floor almost as soon as he could In other new business, Regulations Committee, Senator
finish reading it.
Senator Connie Conits in-Linda Gaetan said that the
As originally submitted the troduced a recommendation to committee didn't meet that
recommendation would allow have the Student Life Commit- week and had no new legislation
freshmen the right to park on tee look into the possibility of a before it.
campus from 4 p.m. Friday Relay machine being placed on Senator Kevin Lanier reporthrough 6 p.m. Sunday. Senator campus for the convenience of ted that the Allocations ComRandy Firestine proposed the students. The present machine mittee didn't meet that week
first amendment seeking to operated by C&S next to and will not meet next week.
change the time on Sunday from Dinkins will not accept bank Newkirk reported that the
6 p.m. to 12 noon. Firestine ex- cards from other banks. The Campus Review Committee
pressed concern that returning recommendation passed its first reviewed organizational charupperclassmen would arrive on reading and was sent to thej ters.
campus from the weekend to Student Life Committee.
find their parking spaces still In old business, two charters,
filled by freshmen cars, one for the Student Alumni Reporting for the Student
Firestine's amendment failed by Council and the other for the In- Life Committee, Thomson
vote.
t e r n a t i o n a l F r i e n d s h i p Conits said three bills will
Senator
Donna
Chapa Ministries, werefinallyaccepted remain in committee. The
proposed a friendly amendment by Senate vote. The charters recommendation to remove
that would change the time were read by Senator Barry the faculty/staff
priority
freshmen had to move their cars Newkirk.
parking in the Withers lot, the
on Sunday from 6 p.m. to 2 p.m. The recommendation that bill concerning the back drive-in
Robertson agreed to the friendly would allow the gate between gate at the Lodge and the bill
amendment and it was incor- Richardson and Thomson, and concerning outdoor lighting on
porated into the legislation.
Thomson and Lee Wicker to campus
require
further
Another amendment was remain open until 9 p.m. was deliberation.
made that would restrict the brought out of committee for The SGA Senate meets every
freshmen to parking in the pit senate vote. Many senators had Tuesday night at 8 p.m. in
only but it also failed by vote.
unanswered questions about the Dinkins Auditorium.
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Economist to speak]
By WENDI DEES
TJ staff writer
President Ben Laden of the
National Association of
Business Economics Laden
will speak on "The State of
the Economy", Nov. 7, at 7:30
p.m. in Kinard Auditorium.
Laden is vice-president and
chief economist at T. Rowe
Price Associates, Investment,
Research, and Counsel, in
Baltimore, Md. From 1971-74,
Laden worked as an
economist doing inflation
analysis research for the
Federal Reserve Board.
He served on the Ohio
State University economics
faculty from 1967 to 1971 and threatened by recession,
has had several articles major changes in economic
published in economic jour- policy in recent years, as well
nals such as The Review of as current policy issues. T m
Economics and Statistics, Thethrilled about Laden coming
Quarterly
Review
of to Winthrop. It will be great
Economies and Business, recognition for the Economics
Trusts and Estates and The Club, plus the fact that Tm
Financial Planner. Forty- very interested in what he
three-year-old Laden is has to say. He's so
currently the president of the phenomenal," said Peggy
National Association of Hurst, president of the
Economics Club.
Business Economists.
A former South Carolina
In his talk sponsored by
Winthrop's
School
of resident, Laden earned his
degree
in
Business and the college's bachelor's
Economics Club, Laden will mathematics from Princeton
discuss the current state of University and his PhD. in
the economy, as well as give a economics from Johns
long-term perspective of what Hopkins University.
The talk is open, with no
has happened in the economy
during the last 20 years. "His admission, to all Winthrop
lecture will be very infor- employees, students, and the
mative to us and others out- public, and will be followed by
side the college. As we say in a short reception to ask any
the field, he's done it all," questions you may have.
commented Sherrie Rhine, 'This is the beginning of what
we hope to be a series of lecEconomics Club adviser.
In addition. Laden will tures, one per semester.
discuss economic prospects in Laden is the first and
the next year, whether or not hopefully not the last," said
the United States is Rhine.

Females assaulted

One victim and her roommate
were walking home from the
Money toward Thomson hall
Two Winthrop students were when they were approached by
assaulted on Cherry Road Oct a black male wearing blue jeans
24 at approximately 11:50 pjn. and a white pullover sweater.
According to Public Safety, According to reports, he grabbtwo separate incidents involving ed one of the students in the
two females were reported.
(Continued on page 10)
By LISA BUIE
TJ editor

Winthrop's School of Consumer Science brought memories of M*A*S*H to Fallfest when it
sponsored a mess tent Oct 19-20. (TJ photo by Randy Greene)
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Newsbriefs

Nuclear War course offered

Credit card drive

By STEVE CODY
TJ staff writer
Alpha Kappa Psi will have a credit card drive Nov. 4-7
and Nov. 11-14 from 10 &.m.-2 p.m. in Dinkins. Applicants
Dr. John Shive, associate
must bring bank account number, and driver's license num- professor of biology, will teach a
ber tofillout applications at table.
new course during the spring
1986 semester entitled "nuclear
AMA is sponsoring a weiner roast and hayride on Thur- war: past, present, and future."
course is a 425 level course
sday, Nov. 7 at 8:00 p.m. at the Shack. Everyone is welcome. The
and is listed under international
area studies.
Shive said he wants to teach
The Nov. 14 National Student Exchange information
course because the
meeting has been canceled. If you are interested in the this
possibility of nuclear war affects
program please contact Cristina Grabiel or Sonya Wolff at
man's
psychology
as well as his
2251 or 209 Dinkins.
political, social, and economic

AMA

Student Exchange

Additional requirements

Additional requirements for admission to teacher
education programs will be introduced in the spring of 1986.
These requirements will include an admission interview and
the preparation of a professional portfolio. Students not
admitted to a teacher education program by Jan. 15 will
have to meet these additional requirements.
Students seeking teacher certification who will have a
minimum of 60 semester hours of credit by the end of fall
semester 1985, and have not been contacted by the School
of Education's Academic Advising Office regarding their
admission status, should contact Denise Smith as soon as
possible - Office 124 Withers, phone 323-2156.

Sigma Nu

Congratulations to Sigma Nu Fraternity on their 32-6 victory over Sigma Phi Epsilon Sunday, Oct. 26 at the tackle
football game.

A bad habit to break
By MAGGIE ZALAMEA
TJ staff writer

than men. Not only are
women's withdrawal symptoms more intense, they also
Smoking is a turd habit to last longer.
break. Anyone that has tried
to quit smoking knows how Some withdrawal symfrustrating it can be. Dee ptoms that have been exHamilton, counselor at the perienced are: a craving for
Crawford Health Center and tobacco, restlessness, insomex-smoker says, "Besides nia, gastrointestinal disturbeing physically dependent bances, fatigue, headaches,
on nicotine, one also becomes weight gain, anxiety and lack
used to the connected actions of concentration. "Most
that surround smoking. These people feel very depressed;
include the oral gratification they feel that they have lost $
connected with smoking and buddy (meaning cigarettes)
having something to hold in who has been with them for a
your hands."
long time, said Hamilton.
Many people are able to "For those who would like
stop smoking but the relapse to kick the habit, it is a good
rate is high. There are two idea to make a complete
general ways that people stop break from smoking. Realize
smoking: cutting down that you are going to feel bad
gradually or quitting cold for a few days or even weeks,
turkey. "Research has shown but know that it's not going to
that quitting cold turkey is last forever," Hamilton admore successful than quitting ded.
little by little said Hamilton.
"It may be helpful to find a
"There are definite with- quitting partner for mutual
drawal symptoms when one motivation. It is also a good
stops
smoking,"
said idea to stay away from other
Hamilton. These symptoms smokers who are constantly
can appear several hours af- lighting up, at least for the
ter the last cigarette was initial period," said Hamilton.
smoked or for some people it "If quitting becomes immay take at least a week for possible to do alone consider
symptoms to occur.
joining a 'stop smoking
Research has shown that clinic"," Hamilton concluded.
women experience more For more information contact
severe withdrawal symptoms the counseling center.

systems.
"The actuality of a nuclear
war would affect man's health,
environment, individual existence and perhaps total existence,"
he said. "This new knowledge
has critical new dimensions and
the functional integrity of the
planet earth is at risk."
Shive said the course will
begin by clearly defining what a
nuclear bomb is and how it
works. It will then cover the
historical,
economic,
psychological, and social aspects

of nuclear weapons.
He said students will study
the possible future of nuclear
weapons and what might instigate a nuclear exchange.
"Students will then consider
the possible consequences of a
nuclear exchange by studying
the biological and climatic effects it would have on earth," Shive
said.
The course will consist of individual seminars and students
must have his permission to
register for it.

Residence halls increase security
Public Safety is on call. There
are also security guards on duty
in the apartments.
According to Frankie Griffin,
An in-depth security system assistant director of housing,
is used to protect students living "It's difficult to improve on a
in residence halls. Questions system that is already wellabout the effectiveness of the organized and effective."
system were raised after a Mark This semester there has been
IV security guard was stabbed the addition of an around-thein Breazeale Apartments last clock office staff in each residenmonth.
ce hall. This has increased
There are many security security during the day and has
measures taken. The doors in all helped discourage vandalism in
residence halls are locked at lobby areas, many of which have
night. There is an RA on duty at been recently renovated.
night and an RD on duty every Night clerks in residence halls
weekend. There is also a full- have not expressed any major
time housing officer on duty at concern about their safety as
all times to handle any emergen- student safety to Griffin. He
cy situation that may arise and feels night clerks know the
By GINA WHITTLE
TJ staff writer

proper procedures to use during
emergency situations and have
been very successful in handling
confrontations. Public safety is
also just a phone call away.
Security guards irt the apartments will remain without
guns. Public Safety is here to
handle situations in which force
must be used. "The incident that
occurred there was a misfortune
that there was no real way of
preventing," said Griffin.
Griffin said security could be
increased if students would
question strangers in residence
halls and report any suspicious
persons to Public Safety.
Residence Life staff and students need to work together for
maximum effectiveness.

Ford named RA of the month
By ROBIN ADDIS
Special to TJ

areas, such as office work and said, "I don't feel I did anything
floor life. Dependability and set- special, just my job." She did not
ting a ood example are also know about the award until a
Rhonda Ford, a senior interior some oi the criteria used by the surprise celebration in the
design major from Marion, S.C., residence life staff selection Lodge cafeteria.
was named Resident Assistant committee.
of the Month for September, This is the third year the Patricia Heyer, a senior social
said Cindy Cassens, dean of award has been given and work major from Atlanta, Ga.,
housing.
Cassens said she feels the award was August's RA of the Month.
Dean Cassens said that the "helps
motivate
people She is a McLaurin RA and is
award is given to that individual sometimes to get extra presently doing her field work
who goes beyond the RA recognition."
for the Rock Hill Chapter of the
position in overall performance Ford, Winthrop Lodge RA, American Red Cross.

McLaurin Hall sponsors Treat
By LAURA DORAN
TJ staff writer
McLaurin Hall Council sponsored trick-or-treating for the
children of Winthrop's faculty
and staff on Tuesday, Oct. 29.
Over 800 invitations were
sent to faculty and staff to ask
them to participate. Jennifer
Murph, president of McLaurin
Hall Council, said, "We wanted
to do something special for
Halloween and get the faculty

more involved with students. because she couldn't carry it."
Many parents are concerned
about taking their children out Refreshments were supplied
trick-or-treating and we thought for the parents in the lobby. The
this would be a fun and safe way parents could sit and relax while
for the kids to trick-or-treat. hall council members took the
Rooms that were participating children around the dorm.
had paper jack-o-lanterns on Residents decorated their doors
their door so that kids would for the door decorating contest.
know in which rooms to go. Laura Domonick, McLaurin RA,
About 50 children came and they said, "We had a great time! It
had a great time. One little was as much fun for us as it was
three-year-old girl was totally for the kids. We hope that next
dragging her sack down the hall year even more kids will come."
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Putting the BYTE on Rock Hill
"Even when we were
playing cover tunes we sounded like ourselves," Estes
They rehearse in a one said. "We didn't sound like
room "studio", rented from a someone copying the original
local merchant that they can songs, we sounded like Byte."
Tidwell quickly added, "I
barely afford. They laugh,
joke, argue, cut-up, disagree, think we sounded better than
the
originals on some of the
and laugh some more. And
they play what they term covers. Not because the
"the most original music in original versions weren't
good, but because we do them
Rock Hill."
They afe
a three- our own way. It makes our
man rock group "from Bock versions different from the
Hill. And they are determined originals."
The band now plays only a
to make it in the music world.
Johnathon Jackson, the few cover tunes per show,
band's drummer and a senior preferring to play their own
at Winthrop, defined the material. "We try to come up
band's main goal: "to play our with at least one new song
own music. We want to get between each gig," Tidwell
our music out where people said. "That way we have a
new song to play each show.
can hear it."
Along with Jackson, the No show is ever the same."
Still, the band admits
band includes Winthrop
graduate Joel Estes, who playing strictly original
plays bass guitar, keyboards, material has its drawbacks.
and bass pedal synthesizer, "You have to play each song
and lead guitarist Mike Tid- till you're sick of it," Jackson
well, also a Winthrop explained. "By the time we
get the song to the stage, we
graduate.
Tidwell, who has no doubts don't even want to hear it
about the band's ability, said, anymore. But we have to do it
"We play more original music that way because it has to be
than any other band in Bock flawless when the audience
Hill. We're Bock Hill's finest hears it, because they'll only
hear it once."
original band."
The band was formed three "It's worth it, though,"
years ago. "I was playing in a Estes added, "because when
band called Quartercnoon at the audience hears it and
the time," recalled Estes. "I really gets into it, all the exmet Johnathon, who was still citement comes back, and it's
in high school at the time, at like playing it again for the
ATS. We decided to form a first time."
The members of Byte adnew band."
Tidwell, who joined the mit that playing in the band is
pair in 1981, said, "It took us hard work, and that there are
some time at first to deter- occasional disagreements.
"I think that's because
mine our goal. At the time we
doing
original
were rehearsing in Joel's we're
material,"
Tidwell said.
basement. Our worst problem
was flooding. There was "When you're doing a cover
always water down there so song, you have the original to
we had to keep the equipment use as an example. With
up on stacks." In spite of the original songs, everyone is
damp environment, Tidwell struggling, trying to find
said they wrote some good their own part But the end
result is always good. We just
music in their early days.
have to remember we're a
"We started out playing a
Estes added, "A great song
lot of cover tunes," said Estes.
"But we realized there was no idea could die, just because
future in that You can keep one person doesn't like it It's
playing the songs everyone hard but if the band were too
knows for years and people big a problem we'd quit We
will keep coming back to see enjoy what we're dung."
"Our main goal is not to
you. But you'll never get
anywhere in the music bow to others' needs,
musically," Jackson said. "We
business that way."
Jackson said, "I wouldn't just want to play our own
compare our sound to anyone. music, have a good time, and
It's just Byte. We sound like give the audience a good
Byte, and no one else."
"Audience interaction is
The band members admit
to being influenced by Bush, important to us," Estes said.
Talking Heads, and King "Earlier on, we were a bit
Crimson, but are quick to more self-conscious, and
deny they sound like any of played back away from the
audience. But now we get
By TOM STEARNS
TJ staff writer

right up in their faces."
"Our music is distinctive,"
Estes continued, "because
each of us sees the band as
sounding different Basically,
you have to remember that
Byte as a collective, is greater
than its individual parts."

flMIK

urcaNAwnrax
TlHatf writer

awarded IMO by the

The individuals who raised
The 1966 alumni phoaeathon
raised $126,000. This exceeded A r m Sandra Beavers and MBy
last year's total of $117,Q00and Joye. Arms raised $4£91 and
was done in two weeks instead was awarded a weekend at the
beach by the alumni association.
ofthree.
The money will be used for According to Martie Cnrraa,
director of alumni relations,
The band recently ap- scholarships, the library,
"The key to the pbone-a-thon
peared on the Charlotte recruitment and research. ft
also
be
used
for
student
acbased program "Let's Dance", tivities such as the Model UN. success was student parand is scheduled to return for
Dinkins Student Union.
their Halloween broadcast. and
There were 240 students The phone-a-thon was held in
"The show was a great boost
for us," Tidwell said. "There's working this year representing Tillman rather than the library
a potential viewership of over 25 student organisations. Kim this year.
a member of the Student "It worked better in an efa million people in the broad- Grant
cast range. The only problem Alumni Council, and Sharon ficiency standpoint for the
is a lot of the viewers will Greene, assistant director of alumni office staff," said Curran.
Plans for next year's phone-ahave to have six years before
for getting students and tbon are already underway. It is
they're old enough to come siUe
organizations
to
man
the
26
planned
to run exactly as it did
see us live."
this yesr because this year was
phones each night
The organisations which so successful. Curran said that
"The executive producer raised the most money were Pi letters will be sent to
liked us enough to ask us Kappa Alpha, Baptist Student organizations in the spring so
back," Estes said, "and he's Union and Chi Omega. The Pikas that they will plan ahead for
told some influential people raised $28,210.50 and were next fall.
about us."
Byte performed at Winthrop's ATS Oct. 21-22. "We
receiving an academy award
totally enjoyed ATS," Tidwell By TOM STEARNS
nomination for his role as Chuck
said. "We wish there could TJ staff writer
Yeager in The Right Stuff."
have been more people there,
but those that were there
True West, the Winthrop About the cast, Reynolds said,
were great."
Drama Department's second "I am very pleased with the cast.
The band's immediate production of the 1985-86 season, We have a newcomer, Greg
goals are to increase their will open Wednesday, Nov. 6, Nalewaja, in one of the major
area of influence.
and run through Saturday, Nov. roles, and he is doing wonder9. The play, a comedy by Sam fully. It's great to have him
working with someone like Chris
"We're still in a limited Shepard, will begin at 8:00 p.m. Cook. It's one of the best casts
night.
area," Tidwell said. "We've each
Les Beynolds, director of the I've worked with here at Winhad several songs played on show,
said, "I'm glad we're throp."
WUSC, including their
getting to do a Shepard Nalewaja and Cook portray
current "Green Plaid Suit." finally
Many people consider him- brothers, evil and good respecWe won't be able to make it in play.
top playwright in the coun- tively, competing with each
the business unless we can the
try today. True West is a funny other in the show's business and
play to a larger market"
play with a lot of deep meaning. public relations world. The play
But don't worry about the also features Craig Hester, as
"We're also limited in fun- meaning until afterwards. Enjoy an odd Hollywood producer and
ds," Estes said. "What we
Ceil Bunde, as the mother,
the play first"
really need is sponsorship. If
Sam Shepard, who wrote Trueround out the cast.
we could get someone to back
West, is the author of such works Tickets are $4 for the general
us, we could get further."
as the Pulitzer Prize winning public and $3 with student ID.
Currently the band plans to play Buried Child. His latest Free student tickets can also be
tour some of the perimeter
show will be opening within the reserved at Dinkins Student
areas, such as Columbia,
next few weeks. He is also a Union. Tickets must be picked
Charleston, Savannah, and
noted actor, starring in Country up by 7:45 the night of the show.
Atlanta. They also hope to
with Jessies Lange, and For ticket information, call 2287.
make a short tour up North
soon. "Or maybe out West
like Florida," Tidwell joked.

Shephards play to premier

"We've pretty much
saturated the Bock Hill
market" Estes said. "There
aren't that many people who
come out to hear bands
around this area. There are
some, but eventually a band
becomes stale if they stay in
one area too long."
"Bock Hill is our base,"
Estes continued, "and it's
where our roots are. But we
think it's about time to move

Read TJ

Letter's accusations are false
In response to a letter
published in this issue from
Beverly Thompson concer•ning an editorial about the
possibility of a foreign
language requirement for
majors in the College of Arts
and Sciences, I was accused of
inaccurate r e p o r t i n g and
irresponsible journalism.
Granted, Ms. Thompson
has every right to express
her opinion about the issue.
However, the accusations she
made were quite erroneous.
First, the letter said that
the editorial credited the entire proposal to the department of modern and classical
languages. This is simply untrue. The editorial stated that
a curriculum committee was
debating
a
language

requirement that had been
" e n d o r s e d " r a t h e r than
proposed by the department.
The department did indeed
endorse the requirement in a
memo that it sent to faculty
which said, "In light of our
concerns, the Department of
Modern
and
Classical
Languages urges the faculty
to vote in favor of a six-hour
requirement with the proviso
that the six hours be defined
as stated in the Modern
Language Department
memo."
Secondly, the letter said
that the editorial stated that
the d e p a r t m e n t sent out
questionnaires. The editorial
never mentioned any such
questionnaire, much less who
distributed it.
Contrary to the letter, an
attack has not been launched

on "one academic department
per week." Other than the
editorial about the language
requirement, only one other
academic d e p a r t m e n t has
been the subject of comment.
The criticism of that department was done because of
the overwhelming number of
student complaints concerning a serious problem there.
Consequently, our efforts
contributed to the problem's
solution.
The rest of the letter is
purely opinion. This is
something everyone has a
right to express, and there is
nothing wrong with differing
opinions. However, accusations
which
are
questionable should be explored before they are submitted for publication.

Letters to the editor

Language

the College of Arts and Sciences
who recently mailed out a
questionnaire to poll faculty
members concerning their views
Dear Editor,
a
foreign
language
I am writing this letter in on
response to comments made by requirement, rather than the
Wendi Dees and Lisa Buie in department of modern and
their respective columns in the classical languages.
Oct. 21, 1985 issue of The JohnBuie's remarks about the
sonian. It is the duty and the "prestige" of the faculty of the
responsibility of newspaper modern and classical languages
journalists to print the facts were in extremely poor taste.
gathered from their research The foreign language faculty is
and to make certain their facts known throughout the state and
are correct before the paper the South for its scholarship and
goes to press.
for the quality of its graduating
Dees and Buie did not make majors. It is hardly the prestige
an accurate report of the issue of the foreign language faculty
concerning the foreign language we should be concerned about at
requirement at Winthrop. Upon this time. Our concern should be
reading the newspaper, one the prestige of the Winthrop
would believe that the depar- graduates in the College of Arts
tment of modern and classical and Sciences.
languages proposed a foreign As an alumna of Winthrop,
language requirement for those Class of 1981, and as a master's
students receiving a degree in degree candidate in history in
the College of Arts and Sciences. December of 1985, I am deeply
This piece of reporting was ex- concerned about my alma mater.
tremely irresponsible. The I suggest you review a Winthrop
d e p a r t m e n t of modern and College Catalog from 1970 and
classical languages has never compare it with the one we have
made any such proposal.
now. The only component of a
The dean of the College of Ar- liberal arts education, which has
ts and Science has appointed an not been restored in the past
ad-hoc committee, represen- few years, has been the foreign
tative of all departments within language requirement. When
the College of Arts and Sciences comparing these two catalogs
for the purpose of studying the with those from other four-year
possibility of reinstating the institutions in the state of South
foreign language requirement at Carolina you will find that we
Winthrop. It was this committee are in the minority regarding a
who made the proposal for a I language requirement for our
foreign language requirement liberal arts graduates. South
which is now before the College Carolina State in Orangeburg
of Arts and Sciences Curriculum and Lander College in GreenCommittee. Contrary to the wood, like Winthrop, do not
comments made by Ms. Buie in have any language requirement.
her editorial, it was the dean of The College of Charleston, USC,

Madonnas raid campus
By MONNEE WHITSON
TJ staff writer

fluenced by rock and movie
stars. I'm guilty of it, too. My idol
for a long time was Brooke
Madonna look a-likes have Shields. I thought, "If only I
raided Winthrop College. could look like Brooke". I went
Almost everywhere I look I see so far as to darken my eyebrows
Madonna walking casually down with brown eyeliner to get the
the street. You'll know them full effect. It didn't go over too
when you see them. They're the well though. I somewhat favored
ones with the hair- you know- Ricky
Raccoon.
Monnie
the wind-blown look with the "Brooke" Whitson just doesn't
life-sized bow pinned to the side sound right either.
of their head. They're also
Madonna's are everywhere,
known for their habit of wearing but you're most likely to find
hundreds of rubber bracelets - them out at night at local bars.
all on one arm. And oh, the I've observed these fascinating
jewelry, tons of it. I'm amazed creatures and noticed that they
they can even walk without never dance for fear of putting a
falling flat on their painted faces. run in their lace pantyhose or
But, I must say, I'm fascinated ruining that perfect Madonna
by the earrings.
hairstyle held firmly with DEP,
I bought a pair recently that I a styling gel similar to Dippity
prize. They're about 3 inches Do. They just simply stand there
long and weigh 5 pounds each. grinning devilishly with that
You have to be careful with wicked charm Madonna has
earrings such as these. If you characterized oh so well. I feel
take them off at the same time like I'm in a wax museum. They
you're assured safety. But if you look so real, yet they're fake in
take them off one at a time it every way.
could result in a neck injury. You I do have advice for future
might have seen me last week Madonna look a-likes. Stop
with a neck-brace on.
singing "Like A Virgin", throw
away the mask and just be plain
Now that Madonna is married 'ol you. It's really not that hard
maybe she'll tune down her to do. I'm still working at it
wardrobe. I can imagine her myself. It's taken a long time
wedding dress' though. A shim- figuring out who I am. But I do
mering gold mini with a metal know that Madonna I'm not. I
belt reading "boy toy". Or did it wish you luck in determining
read "one boy's toy"? Probably your true identity, but I can only
not.
smile pathetically when I think
It's strange how we're so in- of what comes next.

Clemson, Converse, and The
Citadel all have a foreign
language requirement for their
students. I think it is time for
Winthrop to r e i n s t a t e the
foreign language requirement
for those students who expect to
g r a d u a t e from within the
College of Arts and Sciences.
The Johnsonian
owes the
department of modern and
classical
languages
an
APOLOGY! One would also
gather from Buie's editorial that
the faculty in the foreign
language department does not
have enough students to keep
UJE DC Neep
OU/Z. EPUCAT/Ofij
0C7T....
them busy. This idea was also
misleading.
The
foreign
language department currently
employs three existing faculty
members to handle the overflow
of students enrolled in foreign
language study at Winthrop.
Your remark that the foreign
language department should
make their courses more attractive was only another example
of the insulting nature of your
editorial. Too many students
who attend college resent courses which they are required to
pass in order to meet graduation
r e q u i r e m e n t s . J u s t for the
record, I enjoyed my foreign
language' classes at Winthrop.
The course work required of me
in my Spanish classes was not
easy. However, it was fun to attend and participate in those
classes. I believe that it is important to really learn something
about another culture and the
best way to accomplish this is
through the study of a language.
If our students need to be enter•
ffo/v
'T~ HBED /us COMMON COLP I I I / '
tained in our classrooms at Win- '
(Continued on page 5)

Censorship wastes energy
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By MARK WOOD
TJ contributing editor

passed recently which banned stores are picking up on a lot of
the showing of X-rated movies out of state business since the
at local theaters. And con- North Carolina law took effect.
North Carolina recently sequently, many theater
To me all of these laws:
passed a new pornography law managers, especially those restricting pornography are1
which prohibits the sale of X- associated with drive-ins, suf- doing more harm than good. All
rated videotapes and the fered a fierce blow to their of these people who are driving
showing of X-rated movies in businesses.
for miles just to see one dirty
theaters.
But with all of this censorship movie or rent one skinflick have
The law was designed to make going on there is still a way for to be wasting an awful lot of:
it easier to prosecute por- chronic voyeurs to see their gasoline. If each city would allow
nographers and stiffen the favorite form of entertainment, porno movies, fans of such "art"
penalties for violators. And at The solution is simple, just go would not have to make a trek to
first glance one might think that into the next county (or state).
see what they obviously need so
such a law would put an end to
badly.
such prurient material once and Almost immediately following
for all. But it hasn't.
the laws passage in Greenville, If this censorship keeps up the
As a matter of fact, the law The Greenville News started way it's going now, all of this
doesn't seem to have affected a running advertisements for an driving around is going to
lot of people who are genuinely X-rated drive-in in a neighboring plunge the nation into a new
interested in such material.
county whose sales pitch went energy crisis, one which may
According to a recent something like, "good adult en- very well rival the 1973 Arab oil
Associated Press release from tertainment is only a few embargo. And people like myself
Charlotte, N.C., some people are minutes away." And this par- who couldn't care less about
actually crossing state lines to ticular theater has been adver- pornography will end up paying
rent their favorite erotic tising there consistently ever higher gasoline prices,
videotapes.
since.
My solution to this potential
Such a migration has caused The idea is that if you can't disaster is a simple one. Before
many store owners in Piedmont, get it here just hop in your car lawmakers censor the evening
N.C. to suffer as much and drive 30 or 40 miles into the news itself, we should let them
as a 20 percent decrease in next county to get your thrills, know how we feel about their
revenues since the law took ef- Evidently people are doing constant meddling in the public's
feet on Oct. 1.
just that. According to the private affairs and more imporEven in Greenville, S.C., my previously mentioned AP tantly how we feel about long I feel there should be open
visitation hours.
hometown, there was a law release, South Carolina video lines at the gas station.

•Letters to editor

(Continuedfrompage 4)
these classes are simply a proximity of the nations, it is a
v
•».«. repetition of subjects they matter of survival to speak at
throp, perhaps they are
studied in high school. Should least two languages fluently,
wrongplaw.
then rescind these However, as the distance betwe
™ e Pattern you have
w e e n the United States and
established in recent issues o
y 0 U stated that "students other nations lessens with in7he Johnsonian is abrmrng. The w h o d o n o t e l e c t t o t a k e
foreign trade, it « a
purpose of your editorials ap- i a n g U a g e courses must take necessity for Americans to fall
pears to be to attack at least
mathematics or computer scien- into line by taking on the
^ d e m i c department per- week.
these ^
heaaae
c h a l l e n g e o f learning a second!
Who will be your^next victim?
p r a c t i c a l . »i beg to language.
Students have the right to e
Anyone who views either I concede that the format for
press their opinions
| cf the two as "more practical" the way classes are taught
n
this or any other issue invol 8 than the study of a foreign weakens the noble intentions of
Winthrop College. However, you ^ g ^ g g jg b^h unrealistic and the language department. If
must have your facts stfaM?*>t s |, or tsighted. With America's classes were taught with an embefore you launch an attack. Tne e y e r j n c r e a s i n g involvement phasis on grammar and
appearance of such vitr' o
government, the military vocabulary in the first three
columns in this newspape a n ( j transnational corporations, hours and an emphasis on the
damages your credibility as a s e c o n d language is fast conversational language in the
responsible
collegiate ^ ^ n g a n e c e s s i t y .
n e x t three hours, then the
newspaper.
It n o longer simply a matter proposal would be stronger. Af.
of a well-rounded education; it is tor all, what good does it do one
, "IS6™
a matter of survival. English, to be able to conjugate verbs if
Beverly E. Thompson
contrary to popular American one cannot speak the language
folklore, is not the only language with some degree of fluency,
spoken in the world today. In- However, Ms. Buie, I still
deed, it is not the only language disagree that the whole proposal
Dear Editor,
spoken in America. A rudimen- should be dismissed moreover I
In response to your editorial tary understanding of basic disagree that the proposal was
concerning a proposal that Spanish phrases is necessary to motivated by the selfish inwould require students to take survive in parts of Florida, terests of the modern and
six hours of a foreign language, I Texas, California and other classical language department,
wish to voice my opinion. While states.
Rather, it would seem they have
it is true that high schools offer It is interesting to note that the foresight others are lacking
and often require students to America is one of the few coun- it would also appear that they
take a foreign language, this tries in the civilized world that have the best interests at heart
does not mean that Winthrop does not require its students to not only those of students who
should automatically dismiss the learn a second language. Even in hope to gain entry to a high level
ideal of requiring a language for Eastern Europe, students are position in the job market in the
our graduates. After all, Win- required to learn either French, not-too-distant future.
throp requires students to take English or Russian in addition to
writing 101 and a math course, their native languages. Granted
Sincerely,
For many freshmen, Troth ' of that in Europe, due to the close
Linda Day

By ALISON LOVE
What one thing would you
change about Winthrop
College?

Rebecca Stewart
sophomore

I would like to see students of
all nationalities brought
together in organizations and
leisure time activities.
Jazz Bellamy
senior

Increased student participation in campus events.
Russell Anderson
senior

Teams wrapping up season
By LAURIE ANN DEDES
TJ sports editor
You know, I'm beginning to believe that the only players
on the soccer team are Choco Gutierrez and Doug Aldridge.
I've heard of standouts but this is ridiculous. What are the
rest of you guys doing? I hope those two are getting a little
cash flow in the grant/aid department. If not, they deserve
it. Once again Aldridge and Gutierrez are in the Big South
top ten in scoring. Aldridge, a sophomore striker, is fourth
with eleven goals, one assist, and a total of 23 points.
Gutierrez, a senior midfielder, has six goals, seven assists
and a total of 19 points. He is third in the league in assists.
Well, the soccer team with its 5-10 record only has two
regular season games left before the Big South Tournament. Winthrop, in the second division in the eight team
league could possibly open the play-offs on the road. The
Eagles have not played well on the road at all this year.
The top four teams will play their first round games at
home against the members of the second division. The four
survivors then would advance to Conway, S.C. for the semifinal and final rounds. If the Eagles win their last two games
they will move up into the top four teams in the league
going into the tournament. At present in the Big South they
are 0-3 but the teams will be seeded for the post-season
tournament on the Long Rating System. On that system
Winthrop is fifth and a couple of wins would no doubt put
them into the first division.
In cross country the men are now 54-54 while the women
are 28-27. At The Citadel Invitational the men finished
eleventh of 23. Richard Golden finished with a 27:52 on the
8km run. Standout, Denise Holliday, finished with 19:58 in
the 5km run. In their second year both teams posted winning seasons.
The Coastal Carolina Invitational was another success for
the women's team. Of six games the ladies won five. They
beat USC-Aiken 15-4,15-3, Augusta College 15-4,15-1, Francis Marion 15-5, 15-1, Coker 15-3, 15-2 and Limestone 13-15,
15-13,15-10. They lost to Morehead State 15-10, 4-15, 10-15.
In two more separate matches they beat Winston-Salem 158.15-9 and lost to Radford 13-15,16-14,12-15. Sounds like the
ladies are still going strong!
Coach Cathy Ivester said. "We played well but not as
consistently as we have in past games prior to this tournament. We could have won the tournament but we had
some breakdowns in our game at crucial times, and that

"This year our team should be
much more enjoyable to watch.
We should have an exciting
brand of basketball for the fans
to watch," said Head Coach
Nield Gordon about the upcoming 1985-86 Winthrop men's
basketball team.
" T h e players ran, lifted
weights, and played together as
much as possible before the
season," said Gordon on preseason conditioning for the
team.
On Oct. 15 the team started
their first official practices
t o g e t h e r with the coaches
present. The coaches remained
the same with Gordon as head,
Billy Mims as the assistant,
Steve Roberts as a graduate
assistant, and Glenn Gutierrez,
the only new addition, as the
other graduate assistant.
Gordon felt the team has had
a good attitude at the beginning
of the season. "This has been the
best team as of late attitude
wise. The senior captains have
really asserted this leadership,"
according to Gordon. The
previous mentioned captains are
Allen Washington, Fred McKinnon, Jerome McKiver, and Jon
Bowman. Mims also added, "I
like the blend of the experience
plus the influence of the freshmen. They seem to have a good
chemistry."
Team strengths this year will
be the amount of experience at
all the positions plus a quicker
overall team according to Gordon. Specifically Mims added,
"with point guards like Jerome
McKiver and Shaun Wise, our
are good."
Baseball player, Len Herd, transition game should be the
said, "We should have to go. It'll most exciting Eagle fans have
seen in years."
improve grades."
On the other side of the coin.
Assistant soccer coach Jimbo
Coutsos feels that it's really
positive. He said, "It's a step in
the right direction."
Some of the athletes did not
react as enthusiastically as
Coutsos.
F r e s h m e n tennis player
Roberto Olivero said, "We go By JILL ZEIGLER
straight from practice to study TJ sports writer
hall-no food-no shower." He
continued, "We're old enough to
As an aerobics instructor at
decide if we want to study. It's Living Well Fitness Center here
impossible to get anything done in Rock Hill, Linda Ciesla has
in study hall. I don't think it'll made working out and staying in
improve grades. They may even shape a regular part of life.
decrease." Raj Maharaj said Ciesla has always been insimply, "It's a waste."
terested in fitness, and her acBut most of the athletes don't tive record during her high
have a problem with it. Coutsos school years proves it. At T.L.
said, "I wish we had study hall Hanna in Anderson, Ciesla was
when I was a freshman because involved in track, cross country,
now I'm paying for my mistakes volleyball and cheerleading.
Wanting to stay in shape,
as a senior."

Study hall is tolerated
By JEFF RUBLE
TJ sports writer
"I know that if I wasn't at
study hall, I would be doing
something else, not studying,"
said women's basketball player
Cheri Foster.
The
consensus
among
the athletes is that study hall is
a good idea. Not all of the
athletes have to attend though.
If you are a freshman or have
below a 2.0 GPR then the Monday through Thursday evening
study halls are mandatory- no
excuses accepted.
Another basketball player
Brendan McGee said, "I don't
like it but it is good for you. It's
an hour I wouldn't be studying.
On the other hand an hour and a
half is hardly enough time to get
settled down to study." As far as
the attendance policy is concerned McGee said, "Overall the
NCAA restrictions and policies

Basketball season shaping up
By TODD HUTCHINSON
TJ asst. sports editor

Gordon said, "We still lack that
dominant low post player who
can go out and get some rebounds while the team's overall size
should hurt."
Last year Winthrop experienced a winless road record while
in the same season winning their
last seven games at home.
As for the road record Gordon
said, "It was just one of these
years- where we couldn't win on
the road. USC experienced the
same thing. Last year was the
first time one of my teams didn't
win a game on the road in my
career."
As for the home winning
streak
Gordon
added.
"Hopefully, that momentum can
carry over to this year. One
thing I know that did help was
the increased fan support as the
season wore on."
At the current time Gordon
has a set lineup he plans to use
for the first tip-off. In the front
court Gordon plans on playing
Jon Bowman at center, Allen
Washington at power forward,
and Fred McKinnon at the other
forward.
"Bowman will play strictly
center because of his added
body. Washington should increase his numbers by being
able to operate at a position he's
more capable of playing.
McKinnon should continue his
good play." Front court backups
should feature Greg Washington
and Everett Sesker. "Greg will
be our swing man up front
playing ooth forward positions
while Sesker will play more at
the center position behind
Bowman," Gordon added.
In the back court Jerome
McKiver and Ted Houpt will get
the starting calls with Shaun
Wise being the first guard off
the bench.

"Between McKiver and Houpt
we have two players capable of
playing either guard position,"
said Gordon. "In Wise we have
another capable swing player in
the back-court," according to
Gordon. "Wise is the best
prospect Winthrop has gained in
the backcourt since Rick Riese
He is a true point guard in every
sense," added Gordon.
Specific players Gordon cited
for good practices have been
Houpt, Washington, and Wise.
"Houpt has brought much
needed experience to a troubled
position here a t Winthrop.
Washington has adjusted well so
he should improve his stats this
year. And Wise had been exciting for the team. He should
have a bright future here at
Winthrop," said Gordon.
Other comments Gordon said
were, "The practices have been
good so far this year. The
players are smarter this year
and has enabled the team to
progress smoothly. We should
be ready to play at the beginning of the year."
Another aspect Gordon said
should change Winthrop's game
plan is the usage of a 45-second
clock this year. "It should help
us because we do have several
shooters on the team. Plus it will
speed up the game for the fans,"
said Gordon.

Team members include: John
Weiss, 6-3 guard; Lee Stafford.
5-7 guard: Shaun Wise, 6-0
guard: Jerome McKiver, 6-1
guard: Ted Houpt, 6-5 guard:
Brendon Magee, 6-3 guard; Allen
Washington, 6-5 forward; Greg
Washington, 6-5 forward; Fred
McKinnon, 6-7 forward; Everett
Sesker, 6-8 center; Jon Bowman,
6-6 center; Brian Brunson (redshirt), 6-4 swing; and Ron Zartman (redshirt 6-9 center).

Ciesla living well at spa
Ciesla became interested in
Living Well and when she was a
freshman here at Winthrop, she
decided right away to apply for a
job as an instructor. Presently a
sophomore, Ciesla comments,
"Now I'm being paid to stay in
shape- it's great!!"
Ciesla claims that she has
definitely improved her fitness
at the spa. She comments, "Mentally, you notice the results of
working out after day one."
"You feel so much b e t t e r
physically- and about yourelf."

Any physical results, according
to Ciesla, should begin to show
after six months of working out.
When asked what kind of advice she would give others,
Ciesla simply said, "Get in shape
now." She explained that each
year women's bodies gain an extra layer of fat in order to
prepare their bodies for child
bearing. For this reason, women
should get fit so they can stay
f i t - e v e n a f t e r t h e y have
children.
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The end of an era -

Gordon steps down

basketball coach Winthrop has "They say you always remem- said that there are many fond I've always had good players."
known, will step down at the end ber your first win. We (Newberry) memories at Winthrop as well, Gordon believes the game has
of the basketball campaign.
beat Lenoir-Rhyne at home. I "Recruiting for the first team' changed considerably since he
The end of an era will occur Gordon, who has been a remember the three champion- that Winthrop had was i big started coaching. "The players
for Winthrop athletics at the basketball coach for 28 seasons, ship teams I had at Newberry, thrill. Winning the first game are better shooters and reclose of the basketball season, said he'll leave with some fond and being ranked No. 1 in the Winthrop ever played. Also win- bounders, they are a lot quicker,
Nield Gordon, the only men's memories of his career.
NAIA with the 77 team. Gordon ning the most games a first-year and have a lot more skills. Also
school has ever won with 25 the facilities are so much better,
victories."
everybody has a nice play to
Gordon, who has received play." Gordon also said that
numerous awards during his basketball has to be the drawing
coaching tenure, including card of Winthrop athletics.
By TRISH McKITRICK
ball control and a nose for-the- "Aldridge is in his second year NAIA National Coach of the "Since we don't have a football
goal, as the saying goes." Well, at Winthrop, but was injured Year, said the achievement he is program, the basketball proTJ sports writer
so far, that "nose-for-the-goal" during pre-season soccer last proudest of, is the graduation of gram has to be the No. 1 sport,
Recently the honor of co- that Aldridge obviously is year and could not play during his players. "In 14 years at and the support it gets will funsoccer player of the week was equipped with has given him 11 the season. Therefore, he has Newberry only two players did nel down to the other athletic
awarded to offensive player goals and 3 assists. "This puts another three years of eligibility not graduate, and the eight programs and help them."
years at Winthrop only two
Doug Aldridge. Head Soccer him far ahead of anyone on our with our soccer team."
^
wift ^
gteve
Coach Casada said, "This is an team in the number of goals and With the understanding that have failed to graduate."
this is actually the first year of
honor awarded weekly to a par- in skills," said Casada.
Vacendak as the athletic directicular soccer player who has And what does Aldridge think college ball competition for After having a very sue- tor Gordon said he has been
distinguished himself above all of all this? "No big deal," he said. Aldridge, his quality of playing cessful reign at Newberry, closer to this team. I've been
others in the Big South. And it is He started soccer when he was is, according to Casada, "par- which brought him three able to get closer to this team.
also an attempt to get a little six years old through the en- ticularly impressive". But this District 6 titles. Gordon said he because I'm not involved in the
media recognition for players." couragement of a friend's seems to be just the beginning of was looking for a new challenge, duties of the A J). I have been
mother and has simply stuck Aldridge's potential. Casada In 1977, with Winthrop becom- able to devote more time and
Aldridge is the first of the with it. Aldridge said, "I guess said, "Just in the course of the ing a coeducational college, and prepare better for this year. I
Winthrop soccer players to you could say I was first stan- season, I have seen im- looking for someone to help
very comfortable with this
receive this honor. Casada said, ding in the right place at the provement in Aldridge's guide their athletic fortunes, team.
shooting ability. He seems to
"Aldridge was the first right time."
was hired as the school's
nomination I've made all year." To Winthrop's advantage, have unlimited potential. If he Gordon
Aldridge is no doubt deserving Aldridge intends to stay with continues to develop in the way first Athletic Director and head
of such an award. He is a for- Winthrop and soccer for another that he has, then he can be one of basketball coach. "I wanted the Gordon hopes that this season
ward and, according to Casada, three years until he obtains his the finest players we have ever opportunity to get in on the will be a successful one for his
ground floor of starting an final Eagles • squad. "We have
has what it takes. "He has good business degree. Casada said, had here at Winthrop."
athletic program, and to be an four seniors, who have
athletic director and head rededicated themselves to go
coach." Gordon believes that he out as winners. We also want to
is leaving Winthrop's athletic w j n the first Big South Conprogram in good hanus. "We ference championship at the end
have good coaches, we've also 0f the year. We also hope to pick
made a smooth trasition from Up where we left off last year in
the NAIA to the NCAA, and we regard to student involvement,
have an excellent athletic direc- We had the best involvement
tor in Steve Vacendak. The last year since I've been here,
basketball program is in good and hope it carries over to this
shape, we'll have five young year."
players who will be welcomed by
any coach that takes over."
w h e n th(j s(,arch [ w Ws
replacement begins, Gordon said
he does not want to be involved
Gordon, who is not only a top- i n t h e selection of the next
notched coach, but an ad c o a c h « It n e e d s t o ^ i e ft up to
ministrator as well, said he has S t e v e Vacendak, because the
accomplished all he can in an ad- c o a c h n e e d s t o f i t Steve's
ministrative capacity. "Win- philosophy, and needs to be
throp went from no sports for somebody Steve will be comformen to six, we've gotten to the table working with."
NCAA in nine years, and we W i t h his ninth and final
have had championship teams in aeum
of fading Winthrop's
all sports. We also have had a basketball fortunes, Gordon said
fine coliseum built." As a head there is only one thing he
coach, however, Gordon wishes regrets. "I regret not having the
he could have brought a district opportunity to coach at the Divititle to Rock Hill. "I would have 3 j o n j level, and to see how I'd
liked to have won a district title d o against that competition. But
at Winthrop. We've come so j'jj ne ver regret coming to Winclose to going to Kansas City, throp. It is one of he outstanding
but weren't quite able to make spools anywhere." Gordon said
it-"
he has enjoyed his years at winthrop. Tve enjoyed working
The Winthrop mentor at- with eveiyone associated with
tributed the success that he has the athletic department- the adhad to the people around him. "I ministration, which supported
was fortunate to play under the athletic program, and the
outstanding coaches, work with student and faculty of Winthrop
other outstanding coaches, and College."
By DAVID McCALLUM
TJ sports writer

Aldridge named co-soccer player

1'hats not too much tor vour countrv to ask.
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Rating systems cause problems
Read TJ
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The best custom-made
pizza is hot, has real
dairy cheese, an assortment ot carefully selected
toppings on a perfect
golden crust , and is
delivered to you in 30
minutes or less Call us
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Call
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324-7666
760 Cherry Road

All Pizzas Include Our
Special Blend of Sauce
and 100% Real Cheese.
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Cheese Pizza
12" Cheese S5 49
16" Cheese ST 49
Coke in 12OZ. cans 50C
Prices do not include tax.
Drivers carry less
than S 15.00.
Limited delivery area.
We accept checks
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for 2!
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plus,a,t

One coupon per pizza.
Fast, Free Delivery "
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Gere, Senator Gere's wife, and her edited version, or it will not go
organization for parents looking into rotation. The spokesperson
for information on the song also said that most songs cited
7 just can't believe all these lyrics. The Parents Resource by the PRC either don't have a
Center wants to place ratings on video or it isn't played on MTV.
things people say."
album covers to warn parents Some of the artists cited,
-Prince from hisabout the lyrics inside. Their however have videos on
idea for a rating system would MTV now. Dee Snyder of
song "Controversy"
Twisted Sister ("We're Not
be as follows:
This controversy over rock n' X- any record with this rating Gonna Take It") went so far as to
roll is growing rapidly; so fast, in contains lyrics that are profane show up at the congressional
hearings and testify. Madonna,
fact, that the decibel level is or violent.
rivaling the rock concerts them- 0 - these records contain Prince, RATT, and David Lee
selves. Currently, there is a material pertaining to the occult. Roth also have videos in rotation
group of concerned parents and D & A- this rating denotes now. Steve Mandel, a
for
Roth,
citizens who think that rock is allusions to drugs and alcohol. spokesman
corrupting the values and views Merlin feels that the rating said that "Diamond Dave"
our young people by flooding system does both the industry already has enough groups
their minds with sex, Satanism, and the artists a great injustice. angry with him. Roth has been
drugs and violence through the Also, Warner Brothers was called the leader of the Immoral
lyrics of the music we're cited by the PRC as the label for Majority, and the women's
listening to. Another group, Twisted Sister. Twisted Sister, groups are angry about his
antics
and
equally concerned, is worried who has received an "X" rating "Caveman
that the ghost of censorship is by the PRC, is not even connec- chauvinism against women" on
haunting any and all of the ted with Warner Bros. "We're stage. Roth could not be reached
being blamed for groups that for comment.
suggested remedies.
During the summer I became we're not responsible for," com- Is this censorship? In a September issue of People Magazine,
aware of the great rift this plained Merlin.
"music problem" was causing. In a different situation, the Paul Harvey recalls when the
Friends at work were com- executives at MTV (Music word "cancer" could not be used
plaining about the music they Television) held a conference on radio. The things the PRC are
were listening to. Being a big fan with the PRC to "open the lines concerned about are a bit more
communication."
A strong, but what about freedom
of rock n' roll, I decided to get on of
the old watts line and do some spokesperson explained to me of speech? Prince's song "Sister"
checking. Bob Merlin of Warner that MTV has a strict acquisition is about incest ("Incest is
Brothers Records Inc., was my process for the videos shown on everything it's said to be") and
first call in a long list of many. their station. All videos go Judas Priest has a song out
Merlin was first made aware of through an individual screening called "Eat Me Alive" about oral
the outcry when he read in the process, and if they aren't
Wall Street Journal about Tippersatisfied, th»y either request an
(Continued on page 9)
By RHONDA ARMS
SpecialtoTJ
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Math tournament to be held
By ROBERTJOLLY
TJ managing editor
For the seventh year the
mathematics department will
play host to the Winthrop-Wylie
math tournament for high school
students at 10 a.m. Saturday,
Nov. 23 in Tillman Auditorium.
The tournament is sponsored
by Ellen Wylie, wife of Ray
Wylie, from Greenville, S.C.
Ellen Wylie is a graduate of
Winthrop College and a former
professor at Winthrop. Mrs.
Wylie also sponsors a scholarship for Winthrop.
Dr. Edward
Guettler,
associate professor of math,
said, "The purpose of the tournament is to promote an interest
in mathematics and to provide
academic competition instead of
athletic. It gives students a
chance to meet other students
similar to themselves, and
hopefully spark an interest in
Winthrop and in mathematics."

Each participating high school
will send at least six people to
play on its math team. The
students will compete for team
and individual awards.
Students will arrive at Winthrop between 8:30 and
10
a.m. on Saturday, and the tournament will begin at 10 a.m.
with a written evaluation for
each participant.

€4

Iglpny" editor to speakl

CPIOK Lerone Bennett, J r , financial aid counselor and Bennett became associate
senior editor of Ebony magazine. Ebonites' advisor. "We are editor of JSSft»w magazine in
will speak at 8 p.m. Thursday, looking forward to meeting him, 1954, and since 1958 has been
Nov. 7 in Tillman Auditorium, and we hope everyone on cam- the black-oriented magazine's
A reception will follow in the pus will attend."
senior editor.
lobby of Tillman Hall.

"An evening with Lerone Bennett began his writing He has written numerous
Bennett" is sponsored by the career in 1949 as a reporter for historical and biographical
Association of Ebonites, a cam- the Atlanta Antyr World. He books, including Before the
pus student organization.
became city editor of that paper Mayflower: A History of the
After a break the teams will "We're very excited that he is in 1952, then moved in IMS to Negro tn America and Confroncompete in a time-restricted
said Geneva Milton, Jet magazine.
tatkuvBtack and White.
ciphering competition. Each
member will send one representative to answer each question
with a two-minute time limit.
"The students seem to enjoy this
part of the tournament the
most," said Guettler.

RAND

"While one teammate answers the problem, the other
five teammates may cheer him
or her on."
Guettler added, "This is a
chance for Winthrop to promote
its name in mathematics."

November 4-8
W e ' r e celebrating the opening of the new
Shoe Biz location Northeast Plaza-Rock

Rating system
(Contir. aed from page 8)
record-burnings all around the
sex at (unpoint. Granted, these U.S. Can the PRC rest easy
are a 1 ;tle to the extreme side, about this situation that is
but th PRC is lumping those sparking violence in teenagers"harsh songs in with some that the same thing that they are acare a bit milder. In Van Halen's cusing those lyrics of doing?
"Hot for Teacher" video, a
shapel. ieacher strips down to a
bikini in front of the classroom.
Shown Daily
RATT's video "Lay It Down"
7:10 & JWW
starts and ends at a little boy's
birthday party. The PRC says
Deathwish Three
that this is of the same severity
Thursday — All Seals $1.00
as the more extreme songs mentioned earlier. This situation
Shows Daily
7:00 &9K)0
comes along every once in a
while, and it will again. The
Day
of
the
Dead
question is, do we want to let a
Thursday - All Seals $1.00
small group of people decide
what is or is not moral for the
entire country? And how would
344*3127
.
we decide who was "moral"
tlNE*u4
enough to have that job? This is
Commanda
generation gap that has come up
3:10-5:10-7:10-9:15
before and will come up again. In
the past six to eight months
Jagged Edge
there have been protests and
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Pee Wee's Big Adventure
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Winthrop Students
$3.00 With Valid
WCIJ).
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BIZ

C o n n i c - S i y l r low h f * l
4 Colon
| .

Winthrop College
Students Day
Every Tuesday
With WC I.D.
8
13.88 Shoes For
'12.00

/

3:00-5:05-7:10-9:15

$60.00 PER HUNDRED PAID for
remailing letters from
home! Send selfaddressed, stamped
envelope for information/application.
Associates, Box 95-B,
Roselle, NJ 07203

*12°°

Coanir-Style mrd. h w l
9 Colors

SHOE B i z

Town Canto MoN
Rack Hall
803-321-9251
MM. Sat. 104

N E W SHOE BIZ
3 1 1 2 Cherry ltd.
Rock Mill
803-366-9251
Mon.-Sat. 10-7, W
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Assault —

OFFICIAL W1NTHROP COLLEGE
EXAM SCHEDULE FALL SEMESTER 1985
Ejums are scheduled Thursday December 5 - Wednesday. December 1I according to the ftrsl day of the u-eeh the class meets. For t•.rumple,
a 9:00 u.m. MWF class first meets on Monday, therefore, the exam lime can be found by tooting in the Monday column below, fc.iuminutiotu
for 9:00 u.m. Monduv classes arc git-en at 8:00 a.m. on Friday.
CLASS
BEGINNING TIME
MONDAY
S:00
1:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00 PM
1:50 PM
2:00 PM
5:50 PM
5:00 PM
5:50 PM
6:00 PM
6:50 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
TUESDAY
8:00
8:25
8:50
»:00
l
>: 50
10:00
11:00
12:50 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
5:50 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:50 PM
8:00 PM

EXAM ASSIGNMENT
11:50
8:00
3:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
11:50
5:00
5:00
5:00
6:50
6:50
6:50
6:50

R
F
F
M
«'
R
R
W
T
V.
S
R
R
R
T

8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
11:50
11:50
11:50
11:50
5:00
6:50
6:50
6:50
6:50

T
T
T
T
S
S
S
M
M
T
S
T
1
SI
W

CLASS
BEGINNING TIME
WEDNESDAY
*00
10:00
12:00
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
5:50 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:50 PM
7:00 PM
THURSDAY
10:00
12:50 PM
2:00 PM
5:50 PM
5:00 PM
5:50 PM
6:00 PM
6:50 PM
FRIDAY
10:00
5:00 PM

EXAM ASSIGNMENT
8:00
5:00
8:00
8:00
5:00
5:00
5:00
5:00
6:50
6:50

F
F
\X
R
W
M
M
M
V,
M

8:00
11:50
11:50
5:00
6:50
6:50
6:50
6:50

S
M
T
S
T
T
T
R

5:00 I5:00 M

(Continued from page 1)
crotch area. The victim yelled Lewis Thompson, 18, d 176 S.
kePt W,Uki,,g
^down Cherry
Ch S?Sl
M^rubb
Boad.
with assault
and
Shortly after the first inci-battery. Thompson was found
dent, the second victim and her guilty and sentenced to a fine of
roommate were approached by $432 or 60 days in prison m cona black male fitting the same nection with the incident,
description. He grabbed one of Public Safety Chief Bob
the victims in the breast area Williams advised students to use
and continued to walk down caution when walking at night.
Cherry Road. No injuries were "Travel in as large a group as
reported as a result of the in- you can. I was glad to see that
incidents.
""'the students had been walking
The studentsreportedthe incident i n pairs. Otherwise something
to a security guard who notified worse might have happened,"
Public Safety. The subject, Willie Williams said.

*******************************
t SEND YOUR SPECIAL DATE **

t

WRI 101 6i. 102
MASS EXAM

This j s the official culmination schedule for fall sent ester.fc'».i>nin.iri..H«m,i\ >i»r eueed 2 I 2 hottry in length, I.ecitimaic eonjltcts ate defined
... lollo«v mure th.ni one scheduled exam pet pen,J; more tluin it
hedulcd exams per das. and mi.re tlui.i three scheduled exams m any
tour i.iii-eiiitue periods. A student uith,i legitimate omllut tnil rescue u nltcn notification from the Ke«i»lr.i. - ()//ue. 7he instructor minted
ids,, U,11 he sent m.ti/ie.m.m „f the om/lut. Students .ire re>/K.n>iWe /•" icsolt line con/1 lets directly «ith the mxlmenir />\ Noteml'ei II I crsonal
nm/luts such „s (:hrivtin.i> [..lie/ plans and uork sehcdulcs do not tunmm .i eh.it.);e in eliminations tones.

FLOWERS FROM NANCY'S.

£

*
*
*
*
* Roses — 12.°°/doz. boxed (cash-n-carry) *
— 15.00/doz. boxed & delivered
— 18."/doz. arranged in a vase.

Corsages —
S.95 and up
Order early for a good selection
WfethrofrLHW "•***»• QC

9-6 Mon.-Fn
9-5 Sat.

9-fowersf gte

1450 Ebenezer Rd. *
327-5155

MoWaccepTiaq submissions -Fori
The fioberf nLave- Fiction Pitjjftrd.
And.
The President's trixe -for Poetry

.

poetry Jhori StoneS
ESSMS Photography
Plays Sketches

Box 6315 LUCS
Mi? - -November 21
Tkti lo£L vnfcuA* /rnu^
/ * * * ( £ , / O J M C M , / amaC

ftoinfioC

M > n t

on* "GAM. AacA. o£

deuf-tu-r
/Hum***.

ihy, quiet Tfeddy Pierce wanted
i little adventure
tad one day it walked into his life
in a red silk dress

:vKran*jn==r-iw WOMAN IN *a>—*JOHN

fcTCVTEWNDO-P^W*m* JKBI fMO SCHUIfR mam FROST MNDE
MGQCWIUKSM

Wed, Nov. 6 Tillman And.
900P.M. *1.00WCID *2.00Guest
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Bloodmobile to arrive
ByROBERTJOLLY
TJ managing editor

organizations are allowed to
compete for a plaque based on
the percentage of pints donated
The American Red Cross to the number of members in the
semi-annual bloodmobile will ar- group. Howell said, "This year
rive at Winthrop, Nov. 13 and we will emphasize more publicistay through Thursday, Nov. 14. ty and encouragement from
The event is sponsored by organizations. The Pikas (Pi
Dinkins Student Union, The Red Kappa Alpha) had the most
Cross and Zeta Tau Alpha donations last year."
sorority.

The goal has been set at 350 Howell, who has donated
pints this year to accommodate nearly two gallons of blood, said,
a low turnout last year. Ann "It's easy to give blood. The Red
Howell, assistant director for Cross people work hard to make
student activities, said, "The sure nothing goes wrong."
turnout was low last spring par- Donors will receive a card
tially because of a low staff and that will represent coverage of
community turnout. This event the donor's immediate families
is for the entire community."
in case of an accident involving
Greek
and
non-Greek loss of blood.

JunorvSenors&Gimk...

GIVEWURSBF
SOME CREDIT!!

BEST PRICES IN
TOWN O N RENTALS O F
VIDEO CASSETTE PLAYERS
PER DAY*
MON. THRU THURS.
(reg. $5.95)
This Super Special
IS FOR WINTHROP
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
ONLY! ID required!

Nov. 4-7th
Nov. 11.14th

Time:

l(h00 AM-2:0© PM

•lust bring a copy of
Place:
your school I.D.
Dinkins
Student Center
•No cosigner required
APPLY NOW OH CAMPUS! CITIBAN<O

MONDAYS ARE SPECIAL
WITH US...

Come on down to Hometown Video. We 're just a short half-block
from Winthrop. Thousands of films to choose from, and all of our
VCRs have shoulder strap cases for hands-free carrying. Hometown Video: You 'll like us. Because we like you.

LASAGNA &
SALAD BAR

•RETURN BY 5 P M NEXT DAY

ALL YOU CAN EAT

'3.49

(Served 5 P.M.-9 P.M.)
Every Day is special at Pizza Inn with a super buffet you're sure to
enjoy

CHILDREN'S PRICES: AGE X 35'

With

Winthrop I.D.

10% OFF .

mil

AMERICA'S FAVORITE PIZZA
WW Cherry Road, Rock Hill

* S /

Caah anytime lor your books between
10 em-12 pro & 1 pm to 5pm
Monday - Friday

Phone:

366-3149
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Attention!

DOUBLE PLEASURE
Movies & Pizza

Tatlers (the Winthrop College yearbook) are on sale for 89.00. If
you wish to have it mailed to you (i.e. you will graduate in Dec.), the
cost is 811. Please send this form to us before Dec. 1,1985.

In Comfort and Privacy

Name
Campus Box.
or
Mailing Address.

LOOK WHAT YOU
G E T FOR J U S T

.Phone No.
.Amt. Enclosed'.

I would like my Tatter mailed to:

•Two Movie Rentals
*12" Pizza w/two toppings
\flw*
N
' T w o 12 02. Drinks
Plus Domino's plastic cups *

-Make checks payable to:
Winthrop College

^ Mail this coupon along with your payment to: The Tatter, Box 5148

HERE'S HOW:

Marshall

Take the short half-block stroll up to HomeTown Video,
1046 Oakland Avenue.
Pick up a coupon for a 12" Domino's pizza.
Select the two movies you've been dying to see.
Call Domino's, 324-7666, and tell them where to deliver
your pizza.
Hurry on home for a delicious, fun-filled evening.

Rock Kill Mall Cherry Koad
Open Monday thru Satur<iay
3 WAYS TO BUY
CASH. BANK CARDS. LAYAWAY

This two-feature special brought to you by

s

&

1 - • * h' "
.11-'!!'% i p ,
Ir K t j
1: ft ki *

i-

PRE-CHRISTMAS

DIAMOND
& GOLD

V

MON thru SAT
6 SAVING DAYS

Tues.. Wed., Thurs., SPECIAL w/ Winthrop or TEC ID

T3& Record Cellar
*Music Videos
*Sheet Music-Folios and
Individual Sheets
*Complete Selection ofAlbums,
Cassettes and Accessories.
Compact Disc
366-6139

10-9 M-Sat
1:30-6 Sun.
Rock Hill Mall

*1 OFF
ON ANY
8.69 or higher
LP or TAPE
Coupon And
Winthrop I.D. Must
Be Presented BEFORE

Offer Expires Nov. 10

DIAMONDS
14 KT GOLD CHAINS

E4
ES
E«
E7

SOLID ROPE
SALE
REF
7" BRACELET
$49.95 $99
18" NECKLACE $140.95 $299
20" NECKLACE $179.95 $349
24" NECKLACE $199.95

BEVELED HERRINGBONE
ES 7"
E9 18"
E10 20"
Eli 24"

BRACELET
NECKLACE
NECKLACE
NECKLACE

SALE
REF
$29.95 $59.
$89.95 $149.
$79.95 $159.
$99.95 $199.

PENDANTS & EARRINGS
SET IN MKT. GOLD
10 POINT-6-PRONG

REF.
$200

SALE

GENUINE GEMSTONES
AND DIAMONDS
GENUINE GARNET
AND 4 DIAMONDS
SALE

®99

TRI-COLOR
BRAIDED HERRINGBONE
SALE REF
E12 7" BRACELET
959.95 $ 1 2 9.
Ei3 18" NECKLACE
$159.95 $329
E14 20" NECKLACE
$179.95 $349
E15 24" NECKLACE
$199.95 $399.
LAYAWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS

10% Discount with WCID
on Select Items.

REF $150

INTEREST FREE
LAY-A-WAY PLAN
LAYAWAY NOW
FOR CHRISTMAS

